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Abstract
Semantic parsing can be defined as the process of mapping natural language sentences into a
machine interpretable, formal representation of its meaning. Semantic parsing using LSTM
encoder-decoder neural networks have become promising approach. However, human automated
translation of natural language does not provide grammaticality guarantees for the sentences gen-
erate such a guarantee is particularly important for practical cases where a data base query can
cause critical errors if the sentence is ungrammatical. In this work, we propose an neural archi-
tecture called Encoder CFG-Decoder, whose output conforms to a given context-free grammar.
Results are show for any implementation of such architecture display its correctness and provid-
ing benchmark accuracy levels better than the literature.
1 Introduction
Semantic Parsing can be defined as the process of mapping natural language sentences into a machine
interpretable, formal representation of its meanings. Currently, there are many efforts aiming at trans-
forming human language into a computational representation (Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2005; Alshawi et
al., 2014; Bowman et al., 2014). Some of this approaches are basead on neural network machine transla-
tion techniques which however do not guarantee that output complies with machine language syntactical
form.
This work focuses on producing queries to ontology using SPARQL query language, using a neural
model for semantic parsing that ensures that the output text obeys a given context-free grammar (CFG).
For that, we propose an enrichment of the usual encoder-decoder neural model used in natural language
translation, which we call the encoder CFG-decoder, that ensures both learning and prediction that the
generated sentence conforms to a given CFG.
We describe experimental results on two datasets: Geo8801, a set of 880 queries to a database of
United States geography; and Jobs6402, a set of 640 queries to a database of job listings. Previous
works in the literature have also used these same datasets (Tang and Mooney, 2001; Zettlemoyer and
Collins, 2005; Dong and Lapata, 2016); howerver, none of those semantic parsers had SPARQL as a
target language. In our case, we have developed a SPARQL version of each natural language query in the
dataset. For that reason, we do not make a direct comparison with these previous works but, instead, we
built semantic parsers into SPARQL using known implementations of neural networks with the encoder-
decoder architecture. Our method achieves 83.25% of accuracy to Geo880 and 85.71% of accuracy
to Jobs640, outperforming the accuracy obtained from the known implementations of encoder-decoder
neural networks.
This work is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some related work. A brief, but enough, descrip-
tion of essential concepts to understand our proposal is shown in Section 3. In Section 4, we talk about
the syntactic guarantee that we included in the Encoder CFG-Decoder model. Finally, the experimental























Some important works address the use of the encoder-decoder neural network architecture (Cho et al.,
2014) as a natural language translation model whose target is a formal language. Among those we can
mention (Dong and Lapata, 2016), which have proposed a semantic parser based on LSTM encoder-
decoder architecture and developed the hierarchical tree-decoder. The translation method is based on an
attention-enhanced sequence-to-sequence model. The input sentence is encoded into vector represen-
tations using recurrent neural networks, and generate their logical forms by conditioning the output on
those encoding vectors. The model is trained in an end-to-end fashion to maximize the likelihood of
target logical forms given the natural language inputs. In the same work the authors introduce a more
powerful approach from decoder to formal language. However those approaches produce output that still
lacks grammatical guarantees.
The task of natural language translation into SPARQL is an important one given that DBpedia (Auer
et al., 2007), currently possessing thousands of data items, can be queried by using SPARQL; further-
more,m the growth of linked data cloud provides further data items to be required using SPARQL. The
work of (Soru et al., 2017) aims at translating natural language to SPARQL and employs automated
translation techniques, where SPARQL is considered a foreign language, without guarantees of generat-
ing grammatical SPARQL queries. That model is called “Neural SPARQL Machines”, which is mainly
focused in Question Answering on Liked Data. According to the authors, their model can work very well
for the problems of vocabulary mismatch and perform graph pattern composition.
A previous implementation of a semantic parser having SPARQL as a target language was devel-
oped employing an encoder-decoder with neural attention [Ommitted]; however, such an implementation
could not guarantee the generation of syntactically correct queries. In fact, 5.7% of queries generated by
that implementation contained syntactical errors.
3 Background
3.1 Recurrent Neural Network
A Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is a type of artificial neural network where connections between
units form a directed cycle. This cycle represents an internal state of the network which allows it to
exhibit dynamic temporal behavior. RNNs can use their internal memory to process arbitrary sequences
of inputs.
It has been noted by (Bengio et al., 1994) that RNNs suffer from the vanishing gradient problem,
which consists of the exponential decrease that the value of ht′ has influence over the value of ht, t′ < t,
leading to a very short temporal memory in the network. One solution to this problem was a change in
the network architecture called Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997).
RNN-LSTM has been used successfully in language modeling problems it can handle long sequences
adequately.
3.2 Encoder-Decoder Model
The encoder-decoder model proposed by (Cho et al., 2014) is a neural network architecture that learns
the conditional distribution of a conditioning variable-length sequence x in another variable-length se-
quence y. It performs this task by learning how to encode a variable-length sequence x1, ..., xt into
a fixed-length vector representation c and then to decode a given fixed-length vector representation
c back into a variable-length sequence y1, ..., ys. The function may be interpreted as the distribution
p(y1, ..., ys|x1, ..., xt), where the input sequence length t and output one s can be different.
The encoder is an RNN that reads each word of an input sequence x1, ..., xt sequentially. As it reads
each symbol, the hidden state ht of the RNN is updated according to the equation ht = f(ht−1, xt),
where ht−1 is the value of the hidden layer at time t − 1, xt is the input feature vector, and f(.) is a
nonlinear function. After reading the end of the sequence (marked with an end sequence symbol), the
hidden state of the RNN is encoded into c. In order to simplify we can define c as the output h.
The decoder is another RNN which is trained to generate the output sequence by predicting the next
symbol yt given the hidden state ht. However, unlike the RNN described previously, here both yt and ht
are conditioned to yt−1 and the encoding c of the input sequence. Thus, the hidden state of the decoder
at time t is computed by: ht = f(ht−1, yt−1, c), and likewise, we can define the conditional distribution
of the next symbol by the following equation:
P (yt|yt−1, ..., y1, c) = g(ht−1, yt, c). (1)
The activation function g produces valid probabilities by, for example, computing the softmax function.
Figure 1 presents an overview of the encoder and decoder scheme.
Figure 1: encoder-decoder scheme.
The combination of the two described components (Encoder and Decoder) make up the training of the








where θ is the set of the model parameters and each pair (x,y) is, respectively, an input and output
sequence. In our case, we use the vector representation of questions in natural language as input and the
SPARQL query as an output. As the output of the decoder, starting from the input, is differentiable, we
can use a gradient-based algorithm to estimate the model parameters.
After training the LSTM encoder-decoder, the model can be used in two distinct ways. In the first
case, we can use the model to generate a target sequence, once the input sequence is provided computing
the most probable output given the input. In the second one, the model can be used to evaluate a given
pair of input and output sequences by calculating a score (e.g. the probability pθ(y|x)).
3.3 SPARQL and OWL Ontologies
In computing, ontologies are used to capture knowledge of a particular domain of interest. We can say
that ontology is a formal specification of a conceptualization (Gruber and others, 1993). (Borst, 1997)
extends the definition when says that this conceptualization can also be shared.
The Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a formal language for the description of ontologies (Bech-
hofer et al., 2004) and was developed as an extension of the RDF vocabulary (Resource Description
Framework). RDF defines the data structure and OWL describes the semantic relationship between
them. Simple or complex concepts can be developed by using a wide range of operators that the OWL
language offers.
SPARQL is a query language able to retrieve and manipulate data stored in the RDF format (Resource
Description Framework) which is the basis of the OWL language. RDF is a labeled and directed data
format that is used to represent information on the Web (PrudHommeaux et al., 2008).
We employ SPARQL using the following features:
Query Forms. SPARQL has four query forms, but in the present work we used just two of them (SE-
LECT, ASK). These query forms use the solutions from pattern matching to form result sets or RDF
graphs (PrudHommeaux et al., 2008).
Graph update. This operations change existing graphs in the Graph Store but do not explicitly delete
nor create them (Gearon et al., 2012). In this project we used just (INSERT).
RDF triples. It is conventionally written following: subject, predicate, object. The predicate is also
known as property of the triple (Klyne and Carroll, 2006). The subject and object are names for two
”things” in the world, and the predicate is the name of a relationship between the two.
Filters. A constraint, expressed by the keyword FILTER, is a restriction on solutions over the whole
group in which the filter appears (PrudHommeaux et al., 2008).
4 Syntactic Assurance to Target Sentences
Our work presents a refinement of the encoder-decoder architecture. We are primarily concerned with
generating a target language that obeys a given context-free grammar. We are also concerned with the
construction of training corpora for the case where the target language must obey a given CFG.
A CFG is a 4-tuple G = (V,Σ,R, S0), where V is a finite set of nonterminal symbols; Σ is the
vocabulary, consisting of a finite set of terminal symbols, V ∩Σ = ∅; S0 ∈ V is the starting nonterminal;
and R is a set of CFG rules, which we consider here as partitioned into two sets of rules: the terminal
rules are of the form X → t, X ∈ V and t ∈ Σ; and the nonterminal rules of the form X → Y, X ∈ V
and Y ∈ V ∗.
The parsing of an input sentence x1, . . . xn generates a parsing tree, whose leaf is the input sentence
and whose internal nodes are nonterminals. We say that an occurrence of a nonterminal X in a parsing
tree dominates the sequence xt, . . . , xt+r if the subtree rooted in X has leaves xt, . . . , xt+r. The initial
symbol S0 always dominates the whole input sentence.
4.1 SPARQL Grammar
To illustrate our method we restrict ourself to a fragment of SPARQL queries given by the grammar
below. The first three rules are the proper grammatical rules; the remaining ones are the lexical rules
which generate the language nonterminals. In this example we analyze the query SELECT ?area {
?capital p:area ?area . ?texas p:has capital ?capital }:
S → C BL CT BR BL → { P → p:area
C → SE VA BR → } O → ?area
CT → T Dot T SE → SELECT J → ?texas
T → J P O VA → ?area P → p:has capital
Dot → . J → ?capital O → ?capital




























4.2 Encoder CFG-Decoder Model
In our approach we add some elements to the traditional encoder-decoder model in order to improve
the training and generation phases. The method takes as input a natural language and a grammar and
gives as output a query generated by that grammar. It is important to notice that the query is generated
backwards, starting from its rightmost symbol and progressing leftward to the first symbol. In this way,
the tail of a query is available as a “context” χ = ys−r+1, . . . , ys−1, ys during query generation, and it
will be used both for encoding and decoding. In both training and generation, the context χ is initially
empty and grows during the execution of the process.
The encoder CFG-decoder models consists of a set of pairs of encoder-decoder networks, one for each
nonterminal, {〈EX ,DX〉|X ∈ V}. During the generation process, there is a controller mechanism that,
given a context χ = ys−r+1, . . . , ys−1, ys, chooses a nonterminal X ∈ V for expansion, such that in the
output parsing tree X will dominate yu, . . . , ys−r.
The controller is simply a stack S of nonterminal symbols, and the choice of which nonterminal is
expanded is obtained simply by popping the top nonterminal in S, and the decoder can push new items
to S according to the rules of the input grammar. Initially, S contains the single nonterminal S0, the
grammar initial nonterminal, and χ = ε the empty string.
At each generation step, a nonterminal X is popped from S . The encoder EX receives as input the
whole natural language sentenceW and the current context χ, and generates the encoding c. The decoder
DX then receives as input c and the context χ, and it has to choose from the grammar rules of the form
X → Yi which one will be expanded.
There may be k candidate rules headed by X , say, X → Yi1Yi2 . . . Yimi•, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, where • is the
stop element in the rule’s tail. The decoder’s task is to choose one specific rule tail among the possible
one, by generating a string that maximizes the probability
ρ+ = P (Yit|Yt−1, ..., Y1, χ, cX). (3)
Each decoding step outputs a symbol Yj , narrowing down which rule can be chosen. The main idea
behind this is to eliminate all candidates whose j-th symbol is different from Yj . At the end, a single
rule is chosen. The strategy to choose this rule is as follows. Let m = max1≤i≤k{mi} and suppose we
are in the `-th generation step. If ` > m, we are done, since all rules are distinct and at each generation
step j we eliminate all the rules with j-th nonterminal symbol different from Yj . Otherwise, given the
probability ρ of Yj−1, if there is any rule with size j − 1 and ρ+ < ρ, we choose the rule X that
finishes with Yj−1 and we are done. If the rule chosen is a terminal X → t, the context is updated by
concatenating t to the front of the current context. If a nonterminal rule is chosen X → Y1 · · ·Y`, the tail
is pushed to the stack S, so that its top now contains Y`. The generation process then proceeds until S











Figure 2: Partial generation. The subindex in each symbol means the order each rule is expanded. In this
illustration, the next rule to be expanded is the one headed by P . The input sentence and the context χ =}
?capital is passed to the encoder Ep to generate the encoding c, that will be used next by the decoder Dp.
4.2.1 The Training Algorithm
During training we assume that we have a tree in which the leaves contains the target query. The decoder
generates a tree on a top down, depth-first fashion. The actual query is generated right to left, that is,
the last symbols of the output query sentence are produced first. This strategy allows us to consider the
output sentence tail as a context used during query generation; that tail is also used in training of the
encoder.
We perform the training phase using a supervised dataset that consists on a list of pairs (W, q), where
W is the English sentence and q is the corresponding SPARQL. Algorithm 1 describes the training
process and is called for each pair 〈sentence, query〉 of the training set for E and D weight readjustment.
Algorithm 1: Encoder CFG-Decoder training
Input. A sentence W and its corresponding SPARQL query q. A SPARQL context-free grammar G =
(V,Σ,R, S0). The context size r.
Output. The LSTM encoder-decoder trained model.
Step 1. Initialization. Generate the parser tree Gq = (V,Σ,Rq, S0) from SPARQL query Q. Let X be
the nonterminal under expansion, X ← S0; let c the current encoding, c ← ε; χ is the decoding
context, χ← ε. Consider an stack or nonterminals, S ⊂ Vq, initially empty.
Step 2. Training.
Step 2.1. Let r ∈ Rq, EX , and DX be the rule, the encoder, and the decoder associated with the
nonterminal X , respectively.
Step 2.2. If = X → Y1 · · ·Ym is a nonterminal rule,
Step 2.2.1. Push Y1 · · ·Ym to S , in the same order they appear in r.
Step 2.2.2. Perform a forward step in EX using the sentence W and the context χ, generating
the encoding c.
Step 2.2.3. Perform a forward step in DX using encoding c, unfolding its output m times to
obtain Z1 · · ·Zm; compute the error with respect to Y1 · · ·Ym and store it for the backward
step.
Step 2.3. If r = X → t is a terminal rule, concatenate t to χ. If χ has size greater than r, remove
the rightmost character from χ.
Step 2.4. Perform a backward step in DX and EX .
Step 3. If S is not empty, let X be its the top item; pop X from S and go to Step 2. Otherwise, return E
and D.
The main element used in the training phase is a parser tree Gq. We generate this parser tree from q
using the SPARQL grammar we defined in Section 4.1 and an Earley parser (Earley, 1970). This parser
analyzes the query q and generates Gq as a list of rulesRq used to generate Q.
Figure 3: CFG Decoder scheme (3-context).
The encoder-decoder model consists of a set of n encoders and n decoders, where n is the number of
nonterminals in the SPARQL grammar. This means that we have a specialist encoder and decoder for
each nonterminal symbol.
In the query generation phase, as we allow for more than one rule with the same nonterminal at the
head, we need a mechanism to choose the an appropriate rule for a given nonterminal. For that, we added
the notion of a context, χ, which provides the decoder with information a based on which a choice can
be made. The context consists of s terminal symbols in the generated query; as the query is generated
from right to left, it consists of the latest s terminals generated. We illustrate this feature in Figure 3, the
context is the last terminal symbol from the right-hand side of the input SPARQL q, i.e. s = 3.
In the Figure 3 we use the notation cX , where X ∈ V is a nonterminal symbol to indicate that each
neural network generates a specialized c encoding to X → Y rule, where X is a symbol of head and Y
is a set of symbols that compose the tail.
4.2.2 Generation
The generation (also called prediction) process is decribed in Algorithm 2. It followws the description
of the runtime algorithm given above.
Algorithm 2: Encoder CFG-Decoder generation
Input. A sentence W , an LSTM encoder-decoder trained model, and a SPARQL context-free grammar
G = (V,Σ,R, S0). The context size α.
Output. A SPARQL query q.
Step 1. Consider an empty stack S ⊂ V . Let X be an empty string, the current nonterminal X ← S0,
encoding c← ε and context χ← ε.
Step 2. Let RX ⊂ R, EX , and DX the set of rules, the encoder and the decoder associated with the
nonterminal X , respectively.
Step 3. Compute an encoding c using the encoder EX with the sentence W and the context χ. Let j
be the latest position generated by the decoder, j ← 0, and let ρ be the probability of the symbol
generated at j, ρ← 0.
Step 3.1. Let ` be the size of the largest rule r ∈ RX . If ` < j, go to Step 4. Otherwise, let L be a
list containg the distinct j-th symbols from the rules inRX .
Step 3.2. Check which rule X ∈ L has the largest probability ρ+ using the decoder DX with the
encoding c. Let v be the j symbol of X .
Step 3.3. If there is any rule inRX with size j − 1 and ρ+ < ρ, remove all rule fromRX with size
greater or equal than j and go to Step 4.
Step 3.4. Remove from RX the rules with size less than j and whose j-th symbol is different
from v.
Step 3.5. Let ρ← ρ+, j ← j + 1, and go to Step 3.1.
Step 4. Let r be the remaining rule in RX . If r is a nonterminal rule, add to SX the nonterminals from
the tail of r, in the same order they appear in the rule. Otherwise, let σ ∈ Σ be the symbol from
the tail of r. Concatenate σ in the beginning of c and Q. If c has size greater than α, remove the
rightmost character from c.
Step 5. If SX is not empty, let p be its the top item; remove p from SX and go to Step 2. Otherwise,
return Q.
5 Experimental Evaluation
We compared our methodology with related work using the two well-known datasets Geo880 and
Jobs640. Here we first define metrics for comparing different implementations and then describe an
adaptation of the datasets to SPARQL target language; we plan to make that adapotation, as well as our
implementation freely navasilable. We also discuss the occurrence of syntactic errors in some of the
implementations used for comparison; note on some specifics of neural network settings; and finally
comment on comparisons of our work with other different approaches.
The metrics used for comparison in the experiments are accuracy (the reason between the number
of correctly translated queries and the total of queries) and syntactical errors (the reason between the
number of queries with syntactical errors and the total of queries).
5.1 Datasets
Our experiments were conducted using two traditional datasets:
• Geo880, a set of 880 queries to a database of U.S. geography. The data were originally annotated
with Prolog style semantics as the target language, which we manually converted to equivalent
statements in SPARQL. On the official web page of Geo880 dataset at the University of Austin in
Texas one can find a database consisting of Prolog facts, geobase, and natural language questions
directed at this domain, geoquery880. First we created an OWL ontology based on geobase and
then, for each query in natural language in geoquery880, we wrote a corresponding SPARQL query.
• Jobs640, a set of 640 queries to a database of job listings. This dataset contains computer-related
job postings, such as job announcements, from the USENET newsgroup austin.jobs. We created
an OWL ontology based on jobs640 and then we wrote a corresponding SPARQL query to each
query.
Previous work (Tang and Mooney, 2001; Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2005; Dong and Lapata, 2016) de-
scribed on these data sets. Both the ontology and the set of questions can be found in our repository
https://github.com/enc-cfgdec/evaluation-data .
5.2 Syntactical Errors
For the purpose of these experiments, a generated SPARQL statement contains a syntactical error if it
cannot be processed by SPARQL interpreter like Prote´ge´ 3 due to syntactical formation4. In general,
there are several types of syntactical errors that can be generated, such as not closing an open brackets
or even a type mismatch between a function and a variable provided as argument.
5.3 Settings
Finding better parameters and hyper-parameters for neural networks is always a very costly task. The
first rounds with the neural network (pre-tests) served to find the best parameters for the neural network.
• Learning rate: During the pre-test, we use two different learning rates. In the first one, we main-
tained the learning rate at 0.5. In the second one has a varying learning rate, starting at 1 decreasing
5% at each iteration (epoch). The second case provided the best results;
• Epoch: In the tests we chose to use 100 epochs, as this was the best result found in our pre-tests for
hyperparameters;
• Hidden dimension: With regard to the number of hidden layers, we used a series of pre-tests with
100, 200 and 400 hidden layers. We continued testing with the 4 different dimensions;
• Input dimension: We used three different input dimensions, 100, 200 and 300 but the best results
were obtained with vectors of size 300.
5.4 Results
In the experiments, we used 10-fold crossvalidation. In Table 1, we make a comparison using different
χ context sizes (see Algorithm 2).
context size geoquery jobs640 train time
3 76.53 78.36 4h
5 79.82 81.92 6h
∞ 83.25 85.71 11h
Table 1: Encoder-CFG Decoder with different context sizes
3http://protege.stanford.edu/
4Another option would be to use a grammar that describes SPARQL, then use it as parameter of the parser algorithm.
However a rejection by the SPARQL interpreter is a cheaper option found.
We can see, by Table 1, that the best results were obtained considering |χ| = +∞. We use this result
to make a comparison with our implementation of the know LSTM Encoder-Decoder models (Bahdanau
et al., 2015) used in (Dong and Lapata, 2016) and more simple version with out neural attention.
Geoquery Jobs640
Accuracy S.E. Accuracy S.E.
LSTM Encoder-Decoder 78.40 5.68 80.02 4.79
LSTM Encoder-Decoder with Attention 82.31 3.84 84.62 2.94
LSTM Encoder CFG-Decoder 83.25 0 85.71 0
Table 2: Natural Language to SPARQL comparisons
Regarding the task of transforming the natural language into SPARQL, we compared our work with
(AlAgha, 2015) and (Kaufmann et al., 2006). In the first paper, the authors also use the Geo880 dataset
and through linguistic analysis identify elements of natural language and generate RDF triples. In the
second paper, the main strategy of the authors was to try to associate triples of natural language with
RDF triples. As can be seen in the Table 3, we obtained better results in the tests with dataset Geoquery.
Geoquery Jobs640
(AlAgha, 2015) 58.61 -
Querix (Kaufmann et al., 2006) 77.67 -
LSTM Encoder-Decoder with Attention 82.31 84.62
LSTM Encoder CFG-Decoder 83.25 85.71
Table 3: Natural Language to SPARQL comparisons
It is worth mentioning that in (Tang and Mooney, 2001; Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2005; Dong and
Lapata, 2016), a kind of logical form of prolog was used as target language, whereas in out work we
consider SPARQL as target language. From the machine learning point of view, the complexity of the
target language is relevant. For instance, in Geo880 dataset, the pair sentence-logical form {〈x, y〉} is
x: parse([what,is,the,density,of,texas,?])
y: answer(A,(density(B,A),const(B,stateid(texas))))
On the other hand, in our SPARQL version we have the pairs
x: what is the density of texas ?
y: SELECT((?pop/?area) AS ?density) {?texas p:pop ?pop.?texas p:area ?area}
Besides the complexity, built-in functions such as density also simplifies the Geo880 format. These
differences give spaces for discussions and questions around comparisons between the approaches.
6 Discussion and Future Work
The main contribution we give in the present work is the guarantee of translating natural language into
a SPARQL query that is gramatically correct. The results also show that the method we propose is
competitive with others from literature, therefore we give a relevant contribution to natural language
translation.
The main points we observed during the developement of this work and the execution of the exper-
iments lead us to some conclusions: The model learning is more effective, structured and easy in the
same proportion that the SPARQL corpus is structured and clear. It means that filters and other complex
clauses must be added a posteriori; Althout we did not put any restriction on the CFG, more complex
ones may affect the training performance; The proposed training model is at least one and a half times
slower than the traditional encoder-decoder model.
The form of translation developed in this work is very important for many other tasks. The fact of
obtaining robustness in the target language syntax gives us more confiability to the translation problem
where one does not care with the source grammar, but with the target one.
As future work, one may employ mechanisms to synthetize the input of the encoder, in other words,
instead of passing the input sentence encoded fixed-length vector representation c, a specific ci that is
directly related with the rule to be learned would be passed; this is similar to the strategy adopted in
neural attention. Another future work consists in experimenting our model with other versions of CFG.
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